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Abstract
This paper introduces and implements a web interface to visualize android
permission usage with the help of using partial identity attributes. When an
app is installed, it asks for permission to use the phones properties such as
storage information, accessing WIFI, etc. With the web interface described
in this report, they are visualized in multiple ways in forms of animated
bubble charts, heatmaps, network graphs and bar charts.
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Introduction

Technology is becoming more advanced by every year and it also means
that more information is generated. Most information needs to be analyzed
in a meaningful way where some information is easy to analyze, and some
is difficult. There is also the challenge of making complex data viewable
and understandable to the general population, which most have limited or
no knowledge about the subject. This is where data visualization comes
into play. With data visualization, we can display multiple dimensions of
information in a single graph, making it easy to read and understand. In the
android operating system, whenever an app is downloaded, the user needs to
agree to what permissions the app is granted, such as access to media, camera
etc. In this project we are analyzing what permissions multiple popular
applications are using, and what potential information about the user the
apps can retrieve through those permissions.
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1.1

Purpose of this project

The usual behavior from a user when an app is asking for permissions is to
click accept, due to the app not working properly otherwise, and then forget
about it and keep using the app as normal. The problem with this however is
that it is not clear exactly what android permissions are granted when accept
is pressed. For example, if you grant access to media, every permission in that
category will probably not be used, giving the app a potential of retrieving
more data than necessary about the user. If this extra data is retrieved or
not is not visible to the user in a simple way.
In this project, we are designing a web program to analyze data sent in by
the user, where the data is the permission usage from an android phone,
and display that data to the user in a meaningful way. The way the data
is displayed is split into five visualizations. The visualizations are briefly
described in section 2.1 and more in detail in section 3.

1.2
1.2.1

Background
Android permissions and permission usage

To protect the user’s privacy and prevent apps from affecting the operation
of other apps, Android uses a system based on permissions [1]. In order for
Android apps to access sensitive user data or utilize some system functionality like Bluetooth or camera access, they must first request the required
permissions. An app must declare all the permissions it requires in its manifest file. All permissions are not treated equally however, the process for
granting access depends on how the permission is classified.
• Normal permissions are used to access resources outside of the apps
own sandbox, however the resources these permissions can be used to
access are by Google considered to pose a low risk towards the user’s
privacy or the operational integrity of other apps. Examples of these
permissions are ACCESS WIFI STATE and VIBRATE. These types of
permissions are automatically granted to any app which declares that
they require them when installed.
• Dangerous permissions are required to access resources that can be used
to change the user’s stored data, affect other apps or involves the user’s
private information. In order for an app to use resources covered by
these permissions, it must declare that it requires the permission, and
3

the user has to explicitly grant the permission to the app. For example,
CAMERA and SEND SMS are classified as dangerous permissions.
Android permissions can also belong to groups, in fact all dangerous permissions must belong to a group. A group consists of similar or related
permissions, for example the CALENDAR group contains the two permissions READ CALENDAR and WRITE CALENDAR. When an app requests
a dangerous permission, the Android system will only notify the user of what
group of the permissions the app requires access to, rather than the specific
permission.
The process for granting an app a dangerous permission differs depending on
which version of Android that is used. In version 5.1.1 (API level 22) and
lower, a user would be asked to grant an app all the dangerous permissions
it declared at install time. If the user accepted, all the permissions the
app requested would be granted, if the user instead denies any permission
request, the installation of the app would be cancelled. In version 6.0 (API
level 23) and later, run-time requests were introduced. In this case, the
user is not notified about the app’s declared dangerous permissions when
installing the app. Instead a dialogue is started when the app requests a
dangerous permission, asking the user to grant permission. If the user denies
the request, the app will not be able to access the resources protected by the
requested permission, and the user will be prompted to grant access again the
next time the app requests the permission. If the user allows the app to use
the permission, and application will automatically be granted the permission
when it requests it in the future, unless the user has revoked the app’s right
to the permission from the system settings.
1.2.2

Data visualization

Data visualization is the art of graphically displaying data in a meaningful
way, so that insights can be gained. Data visualization is intended to aid the
audience in understanding the data that is presented to them [2], and gain
knowledge about the data [3]. An example of how data visualization can be
used to aid our understanding of the data is provided by Hans Rosling, in his
excellent presentation of how health and economy for different populations
have changed over time [4].
Data visualization allows us to see patterns that are not easily captured by
traditional statistics. A very famous example of this is Anscombe’s quartet,
first presented in [5]. Anscombe’s quartet consists of four datasets, each
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Figure 1: Anscombe’s quartet. Image published under the Creative Commons
Share-Alike 3.0 license, source [6].

consisting of 11 points of x and y coordinates, and all four datasets have
similar statistical properties, such as mean and variance of the x and y values,
as well as the linear correlation between x and y. If these datasets are plotted
however, as in figure 1, it can be seen that they are clearly different. The
purpose of these datasets were to show the importance of plotting data, and
how data visualization can allows us to see aspects of data that are hard to
capture through statistics alone [5].
Data visualization is not a new concept, and common plot types such as
timelines and bar charts have been around since the late 18Th century [7].
However the capability to collect large and complex datasets have driven
data visualization to become an important tool for data analysis [7], [8].
This project aims to use data visualization as its primary tool to analyze
how different Android apps use permissions in a potentially privacy intrusive
manner.

5

1.3

Previous Work

Karlstad University is actively researching how Android apps use permissions, what information apps are able to retrieve from these permissions, and
how large of a privacy risk apps pose to their users based on this. Several
papers concerning this topic have already been published.
For example, in [9] the impact of the interface for granting permissions
is investigated. A new permission-granting interface, called the COPINGinterface, is purposed and through an online survey compared to purposed
interfaces in [10], [11] and [12] as well as both the old and the new permissiongranting interfaces provided in Android. The authors found that improving
the quality of the information provided is more important for making privacy
friendly decisions than simplifying the interface, and that further research is
required to find the ”sweet spot” between comprehensiveness and simplicity.
[13] presents a privacy enhancing tool called A3, which analyses the behavior
of Android apps to detect activities that might be privacy intrusive. In
addition, a study with 52 participants is conducted to evaluate users’ privacy
concerns and awareness before and after using the A3 tool, which found
that A3 improved the users’ privacy awareness. The study also found that
before using A3, most users had very limited knowledge of how Android apps
accessed sensitive personal information.
An ongoing research project in this field is based on the KAUDroid platform [14]. In [15] and [16] a prototype app for gathering permission usage
from other apps installed on the same Android device was developed and
used to study how different apps utilize permissions. The prototype app was
able to gather the device ID, the permission used, and a timestamp when
the permission was used. In [15] a study using the prototype app is conducted which contained both a stationary phase, when the devices with the
prototype app installed were not used, and an active phase where a set of
installed apps were used to simulate user interaction. The results showed
that permission usage varied from app to app, that several apps seemed to
use permissions that were not required for their functionality, and apps kept
accessing permissions to get access to sensitive user information even during
the idle period.
[16] introduces a model for how apps can use permissions to derive partial
identity attributes of the users. In this model, the partial identity of a user
consists of eight partial identity attributes. Each partial identity attribute
is related to one or more Android permissions which can be used to derive
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it. The Android permissions are split up into two groups, direct permissions and indirect permissions. Direct permissions can be used to directly
derive the related partial identity attribute, whereas indirect attributes need
to be combined with additional data and techniques in order to derive a
partial identity attribute. An example of how indirect permissions can be
used, is to based on the user’s location (gained through for example ACCESS FINE LOCATION) retrieve their phone-number by looking it up in
a database of registered phone-numbers nearby addresses. The complete relationship between partial identity attributes and the permissions that can
be used to derive them are presented in table 1 and figure 2. The article
then proceeds by applying the partial identity model on permission log data
which was collected from idle test devices using the aforementioned prototype
app. It was shown that the likelihood of an app extracting partial identity
attributes varied greatly from app to app, and some apps could possibly
extract multiple partial identity attributes.
Table 1: Model for partial identity attributes derived from app permissions. Table
is based on the contents of [16]. Direct permissions are written in bold
Partial ID
Whereabouts

NetworkID
GoogleID
BiometricsID
PhoneNumber
Address
Area
SocialGraph

Permissions
ACCESS FINE LOCATION, ACCESS WIFI,
BLUETOOTH, NFC, ACCESS NETWORK,
READ EXTERNAL STORAGE, READ CALENDAR,
CAMERA
ACCESS NETWORK, ACCESS WIFI
GET ACCOUNTS
USE FINGERPRINT, CAMERA,
BODY SENSORS, ACCESS AUDIO
GET ACCOUNTS, ACCESS FINE LOCATION,
CALL PHONE, SEND SMS
ACCESS FINE LOCATION, CALL PHONE,
SEND SMS
ACCESS COARSE LOCATION, READ EXTERNAL STORAGE,
READ CALENDAR, ACCESS WIFI, ACCESS NETWORK
READ CONTACTS, READ CALL LOG,
PROCESS OUTGOING CALLS, RECEIVE MMS

A group of students then extended the prototype app used in [15], [16] with
the ability to also log GPS-coordinates, and additional infrastructure and
components were added to form the KAUDroid platform [14]. The KAUDroid platform includes the app which collects permission usage of other
apps, a server collecting and storing the permission logs generated by the
7

Figure 2: Model for partial identity attributes derived from app permissions.
Figure is taken from [16].

app, and a visualization server able to provide some simple visualizations of
the collected permission log data.
This project aims to continue this work by using permission log data collected
from the KAUDroid platform to carry out further analysis and implement
tools for visualization of the permission usage.

2
2.1

Project setup
Project specification

The specification for the project was rather loose and open for interpretation
and change of direction initially. As the project went on, it became more
well defined. This section first describes the initial specifications, and then
the additions that were made to those specifications over the course of the
project.
2.1.1

Initial specification

For this project, a large data set is given which is collected from an android
app, giving information about what permissions different applications are
requesting. This data is being analyzed to determine what can be said about
the apps data access behaviour. The analyzed data should then be visualized
in a meaningful way. The way this is visualized is up to the team to decide.
The way the project is structured is very open which gives a lot of freedom
8

to the team. This also means the project specification is quite thin, both
technically and functionally. There are however five tasks to be completed,
which are the following:
1. Visualize what permissions are used.
2. Visualize detailed permission usage by each app.
3. A timeline-based option to view usage summary of a selected period.
4. The visualization tool should be able to highlight apps’ ranking based
on the model for deriving partial identity attributes presented in [16].
5. Visualize a heat map highlighting app behaviour on different geographical locations.
There are a few technical requirements which needs to be taken into account
when designing solutions for the tasks. The first specification is how the data
is presented. It is presented as a delimiter-separated file with eight different
attributes. The attributes are the following:
1. Unix timestamp for when the entry was created.
2. Unix timestamp for when the entry was modified.
3. Sequential entry-number for each new entry.
4. Numeric android device ID.
5. Package name for the app.
6. Name of the permission
7. Local date and time the permission was used on the device, together
with timezone.
8. Latitude and longitude of the device.
The first 3 of these fields are related to how the data is collected and stored
on the server of the KAUDroid platform from [14], and are not relevant for
this project. As such only the last 5 fields are of interest. An example of
how provided permission logs can look like is provided in figure 3.
The second technical requirement is that the visualizations should be able to
be implemented in a web interface, that is the graphs need to be provided in
a format that can be displayed across the web.

9

Figure 3: An example of the log file

2.1.2

Final specification

Relatively early in the project, it was further decided that in addition to
the previous specifications, a web interface should be developed where a user
can upload permission logs with the format described in section 2.1.1. After
having uploaded data, the user should be able to select different visualizations
to perform. Later on it was additionally specified that the user should be
provided some controls to filter the uploaded data (specifically based on date
and phone-ID was requested), and that the 4th feature (see section 2.1.1)
should make use of Vizabi (see section 2.4.3). The apps should also be
displayed with their more informal names rather than package-names found
in the permission log to make it more user friendly, requiring the system to
automatically collect this information from another source.

2.2

Team Contributions

At the beginning of the project, different roles were assigned to each team
member to split the responsibility of different areas of the project. While
these roles had some impact on the work performed by each team member,
we worked in a quite flexible manner where work was mainly assigned based
on available time. Furthermore, we would of course help each other if anyone encountered problems regardless of role, and all major decisions were
discussed with the entire team.
The distribution of roles, contributions to the project, and contributions to
the report look as follows:
• Alexander Blomqvist:
– Role - Technical Project Manager: Responsible for a smooth
development environment and other implementation decisions.
– Contributions to the project: Filtering functionality, feature
1, feature 4 (partial identity graph part) and feature 5. Including
corresponding models, templates and tests.
10

– Contributions to the report: Part of initial project specification, Project time plan, Programming languages, Libraries
(Vis.js), APIs (Google Maps), Design (Feature 1 and 5), Implementation (module description for some modules, user interface,
feature 1, 4 (partial identity graph), feature 5), Discussion (partial
identity attribute graph and heatmap).
• Anton Bromander:
– Role - Test Manager: Responsible for having the system tested
as well as the test plan for the system. The test implementation
not included.
– Contributions to the project: Feature 2, scoring system, parts
of Vizabi implementation, parts of the filtering, design of the partial identity implementation and tests for corresponding models.
– Contributions to the report: Have written Abstract, Introduction (before the subsections), purpose of this project, parts
of initial specification. Run time view, Feature 2 and parts of
Feature 4 from design. Test plan, Dataset testing, Test implementation, Vizabi Bubblechart (from discussion), Conclusion and
Future work.
• Simon Sundberg:
– Role - Project Manager: Responsible for arranging meetings
and communication with the project customers as well as keeping
the project on track in regard to both time and execution.
– Contributions to the project: Mainly responsible for the backend of the web-interface, writing the foundation for the controller
and the code for uploading and parsing the log-files, fetching appmetadata and creating and handling the user-folders. Have also
implemented feature 3 (the timeline) and the code to format the
data for the Vizabi bubble chart. This corresponds to substantial
parts of the KAUdroid controller and the modules data parsing,
app metadata, vizabi data generator, run feature 123, handle userfiles,
timeline and time handling described in section 4.1. Also wrote
the tests for the data parsing, app metadata and time handling
modules.
– Contributions to the report: Have written the Background
(section 1.2), Previous Work (section 1.3) and most of the Choice
of Tools (section 2.4, excluding paragraphs for JavaScript, Vis.js
11

and Google Maps) sections. Is also responsible for section 3.1
and 3.5 in the Design section, sections 4.1 - 4.4 (excluding some
module descriptions), 4.8 and 4.9.1 in Implementation, as well as
section 6.1 and 6.5 in Discussion.

2.3

Project time plan

Due to the exploratory and open nature of the project the time plan was
rather flexible and not set in stone. A Gantt chart was used to schedule the
different stages of the project. Throughout the duration of the project the
chart was refined as the project customer gave more specific requests. The
table which the chart is generated from is shown in figure 4.

2.4

Choice of tools

In this section, the programming languages, frameworks, third party libraries
and APIs used to develop the KAUdroid web interface and all of its features
are described and motivated. In many cases, alternatives considered are also
mentioned.
2.4.1

Programming languages

Python [18] was chosen as the primary programming language for this project
due to its simplicity to use, install, and its large support for scientific data
exploration. All team members also had previous experience with Python
which allowed us to work efficiently from the start. Thanks to the versatility
of Python, we use the language for both data processing and filtering as well
as the server logic.
JavaScript [19] was a clear choice since some of our visualizations require
client-side rendering and to allow interactive charts, using different JavaScript
visualization libraries.
2.4.2

Frameworks

In order to easily use our visualizations on arbitrary data files, it was decided that we would make a web interface that lets the user upload a data
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Figure 4: Table showing tasks from the beginning of the project to the project
end. Generated using GanttProject [17].
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file, and then visualizations are created for that data. Initial research suggested Node.js [20] was a popular choice for making efficient and scalable
web applications. However, as feature 1-3 had already been implemented in
Python, and no one in the team had any considerable amount of experience
with JavaScript, it was instead decided to use a Python framework. Two
popular Python frameworks for web development were considered, Django
[21] and Flask [22]. For this project, the framework chosen was Flask because
it seemed easier to set up and quickly develop a small web interface. Flask
is a so called micro framework, which means it keeps a relative simple core
for the basic functionality, and lets the app developer flexibly add additional
functionality required for their specific app through extensions. Flask does
however include a simple session object to keep state, and the Jinja template
engine, in order to easily generate dynamic HTML pages, two features that
was deemed would be very helpful for this project. Django on the other hand
follows a ”batteries included” philosophy meaning it comes with all components needed even for large and complex web sites, however it also enforces
a certain structure and requires more initial setup, which we felt was overly
complex for the simple interface we intended to make.
2.4.3

Libraries

While Python comes included with many libraries for basic functionality such
as I/O and mathematical calculations, there exists many third party opensource libraries that are useful for data analysis and visualization. For this
project, we have chosen to utilize some of the most popular and well-known
libraries for these purposes, and the full list of third party libraries that have
been used are:
• Numpy [23]: Implements efficient arrays and comes with functionality to perform a number of operations on these arrays in an efficient
manner. This is helpful for writing functions that operates on large
amount of data.
• Pandas [24]: Allows for operating on data in a table format called
DataFrames. It also comes with functionality to efficiently read and
write data to several file formats as well as many useful features for
filtering and manipulating data.
• PyTables [25]: Required by Pandas to store data in the HDF5 format.
This is a binary and compressed format, taking up less space than the
text-format the data is parsed from. It also allows the data to keep
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its data types which makes it a suitable choice for storing manipulated
data.
• Matplotlib [26]: A popular plotting library for Python for making
high-quality graphs. This is a mature library that also serves as the basis for several other visualization libraries in Python, such as Seaborn,
and Pandas’ own plotting functionality uses it internally. Therefore,
it is a solid foundation that should be compatible with several other
visualization libraries and that works well together with Pandas.
• AIOHTTP [27]: The AIOHTTP library includes both an asynchronous
server and an asynchronous client. While the server component could
have been used as an alternative to Flask, this library is instead used
for its HTTP client, which allows for easily sending multiple parallel requests together with Python’s built in module asyncio. This allows for
efficiently sending multiple requests to the AppMonsta API, to retrieve
app metadata.
This project also utilizes some JavaScript libraries which allows for interactive
visualizations.
• Vizabi [28]: While Vizabi is intended to be a framework that can be
used to build entirely new visualizations, it is still in a very early stage
(version 0.25) and not particularly well documented for those purposes.
The group instead used it as a JavaScript library to easily make an interactive bubble chart, similar to the famous bubble chart Hans Rosling
used in a presentation to show how fertility rate and life expectancy
has changed across the world over time [4]. Vizabi was partly chosen
as a request from the customer. However, it was also found to be a
useful visualization tool for exploratory data visualization. While it
can be pre-configured to show a specific aspect of the data, additional
data can be sent to it, and through built in controls the user can then
interactively decide what to visualize.
• Vis.js [29]: To produce the partial identity graphs used in feature 4, a
simple graph visualization library that is easy to integrate was needed.
At first, python packages like NetworkX [30] were considered. However,
they are mostly suited for large complex networks which means that
they are unnecessarily complicated for our purpose. Further, they have
limited functionality for visualizing graphs.
At this point the implementation of the web framework was underway which opened the possibility of using JavaScript libraries. Vis.js,
specifically the network component, was chosen because of its clear
15

documentation and ease of use.
2.4.4

APIs

To handle some more advanced functionality, like retrieving metadata for
Android apps and geographically plotting coordinates on detailed and interactive maps, a couple of API services have been used.
• AppMonsta [31]: AppMonsta is an API that provides access to a
large collection of metadata for both Android and iOS apps. This API
is used to collect metadata about apps featured in the permission log
files. While there exists several other APIs that provide the same,
or a similar service, the choice fell on AppMonsta as it had the most
generous free plan among the paid APIs, and it was also very well
documented which made it easy to use. A completely free alternative
that was considered was the AndroidRank API, however the team was
unable to get the API key for AndroidRank to work, and as such the
choice fell on AppMonsta instead. The free plan for AppMonsta allows
100 requests for app metadata to be made each day.
• Google Maps: Google Maps has become the de facto web mapping
service. The Google Maps JavaScript API allows maps to be embedded
on websites. The google maps visualization library includes a heatmap
layer which is used in feature 5. It should be noted that the API key
needs to be linked with an active billing account at the Google Cloud
Platform as some of the API calls are not free.
2.4.5

Environment

To manage the Python libraries and their dependencies, Anaconda [32] was
used to install Python, set up virtual environments and install the required
Python packages with all their dependencies. While Python and all libraries
can be installed directly, or through other packet managers such as pip, using
Anaconda greatly simplifies this process.
Code was maintained and shared using Git [33] with a remote repository
hosted on Karlstad University’s GitLab server for students.
The team did not decide on any official IDE to use for this project, instead
each team member was free to choose and use any IDE they wanted.
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3

Design

In this section, the overall design of our system is first described. Then the
envisioned run-time view of the system is described, followed by sections
explaining the design decisions that were made for each feature.

3.1

Overall system design

At the beginning of this project, there was no well-defined end product. The
only specified deliverable was images in a format that could be displayed on
the web. Therefore we initially created some Python scripts that could be
run to generate some pre-defined configuration of graphs. Later on however,
it was made clear that a web interface was desirable where a user through a
graphic interface could upload a data file and then select visualizations for
it.
Initially we experimented with making a web-interface by creating PHPscripts that simply ran our Python script in the background and embedded
the resulting figures in a HTML-page without much of a planned design.
However, it quickly became apparent that this solution was not scalable from
a development perspective when the system grew larger and more complex
as further features and visualizations options were added. Instead it was
decided to use the Flask framework (see section 2.4.2) and follow an overall
system design.
The web-interface was intended to be simple, and as the exact functionality
of the web interface was still relatively unknown, a simple design was chosen that would still allow us to add new features and visualizations to the
interface as the project progressed. The design is inspired by the Model-VewController (MVC) design pattern, described in [34]. In MVC, the program is
divided into three different components, models, controllers and views. The
models represent the domain specific data and logic for manipulating this
data, the views are responsible for displaying the results to the user, and
the controllers are responsible for handling the input, using the models to
perform some action and providing the views with data in a format that they
can display to the users. Figure 5 shows how the MVC pattern is intended
to be applied in the KAUdroid web interface. Only the server-component
in figure 5 is part of this KAUdroid project, the client should instead be a
normal web-browser.
There are several different domain specific functionalities required by the
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Figure 5: Overview of the system design for the KAUdroid web interface, acting
as the server.

KAUdroid system which the models need to account for. These models
include a module for parsing the permission log, a module for filtering the
data, as well as modules to process the data for the different visualization
options. . For the system to be able to display apps using their normal
names rather than the package names used in the permission log file, there
also needs to be a model to handle app metadata, which is further described
in section 4.3.

3.2

Run time view

In the system, there are three levels of views for the user. The first level
is where the user selects what data to use and uploads it. The second level
is where the filtering takes place. There are four different filters which can
be done, change the time interval, filter per app, filter per phone and filter
per permission. Once the data has been filtered, the user can select one of
four views on the next level. The views contain different visualizations to be
shown. The first view are basic charts implementing feature 1 - 3, the second
is the partial identity graph, third comes the vizabi bubble chart and last
the geographical heatmap.
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Figure 6: A run time diagram from the users perspective

3.3

Feature 1 - Permission utilization

The objective of this feature is to visualize a summary of the utilized permissions. For this feature two charts came to mind. Since the specification states
that the visualization ”should include a list of installed apps”, the vertical
bar chart was chosen as the way to visualize the resource utilization. Both
bar charts will have the different apps in question on the horizontal axis.
The first chart will show the total number of accessed permissions per app
while the other chart will show the number of unique permissions accessed
per app.
To get a better overview of the permission utilization, all permissions, across
all devices, across the whole recorded time frame will be presented.
The resource utilization summary charts will include both normal permissions as well as more dangerous permissions that pose a privacy threat as
described in section 1.2.1. This makes it hard to draw any conclusions regarding the privacy aspect, however, the charts can be used as a base to
further investigate resource hungry applications.
To avoid clutter and to make the visualization easier to read the amount
of applications shown will be limited. In the first chart only the top 30
applications with the most permission accesses will be shown. The other
chart will show the top 40 applications with the highest number of unique
permissions accessed. Please see section 4.6 for examples of the charts.
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3.4

Feature 2 - Permission usage per app

The goal of this feature is to show detailed permission usage for each app.
This can be taken into different directions but what was decided on was to
get an overview of each app. There are lots of apps which are not interesting
in terms of what permissions they are using, so we decided to only show the
top 10 apps according to the frequency they used a permission. By doing
this, some interesting data might be left out but since the goal was to get an
overview of the data, this was deemed as acceptable. At first, the plan was to
show the graphs in a 3D visualization but after looking into it, the solution
for this was both more complex and would cause a lot of unwanted clutter.
The decision then became to show a graph for each of the applications.
To achieve this, the data was filtered into subsections where each subsection
had all the data points one app had generated. That data was then turned
into a bar chart, where the x-axes has a bar for each permission that was
used, and the y-axes had the frequency.

3.5

Feature 3 - Timeline

Feature 3 was to create a timeline option to view a summary of permission
usage over a given period, for example the last hour or week of the permission
log file. There were two fundamentally different options for how to achieve
this. One would be to aggregate the permission usage into time periods, for
example count the number of permissions used per day for the last week.
Once the data is aggregated like this, it could for example be displayed as
a simple line-graph which is typically used for timelines, as shown in figure
7 A. However, this does not provide any information about the composition
of permissions or applications that result in the aggregated count shown.
Options that show more information are stacked area charts and stacked bar
charts, as can be seen in figure 7 B and D. The other approach would be to
not aggregate that data at all, and instead show each permission exactly in
the point of time it was used. One way to achieve this is to use a scatter
plot where each permission is a point, and the x-axis represents the time as
in normal timelines. The y-axis can then be used to group the permissions
into different groups, based on for example application or permission type.
Some minor random offset in the y-axis can also be used to avoid points
overlapping too much. An example of this is provided in figure 7 C.
Of these explored designs, the team decided to go with the stacked bar alternative, as the un-aggregated scatter plot was hard to interpret, and the
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Figure 7: Different designs for a timeline plot of the permission log data. A)
Simple line chart. B) Stacked area chart. C) Scatter plot. D) Stacked bar chart.

line chart did not provide as much information. While the stacked area
and stacked bar charts are similar, the team found it easier to interpret the
stacked bar version.

3.6

Feature 4 - App rankings based on partial identity

For this feature, the apps should be ranked according to the partial identity
attribute scheme initially introduced in [16] and described in section 1.3.
After some discussion with one of the authors of [16], an updated version of
the partial identity attribute scheme was derived, presented in table 2 and 3.
To rank the apps based on this scheme, a score system was devised where
points are assigned for each permission, direct permissions being worth two
points and indirect permissions only a single point. The score is then calculated for each partial identity attribute and then divided by the maximum
score for that partial identity attribute. These scores are then added together
and then divided by 8. This gives a score from 0 % to 100 %, representing
what fraction of the total ID is gained by the app.
This score is telling us a few things, but there are a lot of things not being
shown in the score, such as how many permissions the app has used and what
specific permission was used. We needed to get these values into the score
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Table 2: Partial Identity V2.1. Direct permissions in boldface. To limit the size
of the table, some group names for permissions have been used, these groups are
defined in table 3.
Partial identity
Whereabouts (Precise
location
Network ID (Network
access ID)
GoogleID (Get Google
ID)
BiometricID (Collects
biometric information)
PhoneNumber
(Retrieves phone number)
Address (Retrieves address)
Area (Retrieves geographic area)
SocialGraph (Gathers
social graph elements)

Gathered from (permission names)
LOCATION, ACCESS NETWORK STATE,
ACCESS WIFI STATE, BLUETOOTH, NFC,
EXTERNAL STORAGE, CALENDAR, CAMERA
ACCESS NETWORK STATE,
ACCESS WIFI STATE
GET ACCOUNTS
USE FINGERPRINT, CAMERA,
BODY SENSORS, RECORD AUDIO,
RUN IN BACKGROUND
GET ACCOUNTS, LOCATION, CALL PHONE,
SMS, OP READ PHONE STATE
LOCATION, CALL PHONE, SMS
LOCATION, EXTERNAL STORAGE,
CALENDAR, ACCESS WIFI STATE,
ACCESS NETWORK STATE
READ CONTACTS, CALL LOG, SMS,
READ CLIPBOARD, EXTERNAL STORAGE

in a meaningful way. However, the scoring system is a very simple model
which is far from perfect, for example, a partial identity attribute containing
many different permissions, such as Whereabouts, will cause each permission
to generate a lower score for the total partial identity, while for example
GoogleID only contains one permission which is GET ACCOUNTS, and if
accessed will generate full points for that partial identity attribute. To update
this scoring system from this quite simple system, to a new one containing the
missing parameters felt complex, but not impossible. However, the problem
even if succeeding of creating a new scoring system is that there is no way of
showing what contributed to the score i.e. if it is frequency, permissions or
what partial identity attributes are used.
At this point, it was clear a single numerical value would not be enough
and drawing inspiration from Hans Rosling’s presentation [4] we started to
investigate the possibility to use a bubble chart. With a bubble chart, it
is possible to visualize four different dimensions for every entity by using
x-axes, y-axes, size, color and the bubbles representing each entity. The
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Table 3: Permission groups used in table 2.
Group
LOCATION

Permissions
GPS, MONITOR HIGH POWER LOCATION,
MONITOR LOCATION,
ACCESS COARSE LOCATION,
ACCESS FINE LOCATION
CALL LOG
READ CALL LOG, WRITE CALL LOG,
PROCESS OUTGOING CALLS
EXTERNAL STORAGE READ EXTERNAL STORAGE,
WRITE EXTERNAL STORAGE
CALENDAR
READ CALENDAR, WRITE CALENDAR
SMS
SEND SMS, RECEIVE SMS, READ SMS,
RECEIVE WAP PUSH, RECEIVE MMS
RECORD AUDIO
RECORD AUDIO, TAKE AUDIO FOCUS,
ACCESS MICROPHONE

question now is what to visualize on each dimension. Even with all of these
dimensions which are possible to show, it still did not feel like there was a
good way to show everything in one graph. The problem we had was to show
what permissions built up the score. We therefore decided to use two graphs,
one to provide an overview of all apps and how they compare to each other,
and a second one showing the partial identity attributes for a single app in
more detail.
For the overview graph a bubble chart was used, where each app is an individual bubble, the score is represented on the x-axis, the amount of unique
permissions used on the y-axis, the total amount of permissions used as the
bubblesize and what category the app belongs to as the color. By making
the bubblechart interactive it is also possible for the user to configure it
differently, this is further described in section 4.9.1.
For the second graph, our first thought was to use a bubblechart here as
well, with each bubble representing a partial identity attribute, the y-axes
how much of that partial identity attribute is fulfilled and the size being the
total amount of permissions contributing to each partial identity attribute.
This however left out two possible dimensions in the graph with no logical
way of using them. In addition, this graph still does not solve the problem of
not seeing what permissions are being used. Instead we decided to extend the
partial identity graph from [16], seen in figure 2, to use the updated partial
identity scheme shown in table 2 and 3. This means a network graph is used
where the nodes are the partial identity attributes and permissions, and the
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edges are the relations between these. To avoid clutter it was decided to show
the groups from table 3 as a single node. For example, the permission node
CALENDAR is a group containing the permissions READ CALENDAR and
WRITE CALENDAR. By using an interactive network graph, the groups can
be expended into their individual permissions once clicked on. This is further
described in section 4.9.2.

3.7

Feature 5 - Heatmap

In this feature a geographic heatmap was produced to give insight on the
application resource usage throughout geographical locations.
The Google Maps JavaScript API was chosen for this task as it provides a
built in interactive heatmap layer. To show the intensity of resource usage
the colour gradient of the heatmap goes from red in high concentration areas
to green in areas with fewer points.

4

Implementation

The following section discusses the implementation and explains implementation details for parts of the system. First the overall system implementation
is described, and after that the way data is handled and processed by the
system is explained as well as details on how additional app metadata is collected and used. It also provides a visual walk-through for the user interface
and all the implemented visualizations.

4.1

Overall system implementation

The implementation is based on the MVC-design described in section 3.1.
Only a single controller, named KAUdroid controller, is used and is responsible for handling the basic site navigation, routing the URLs and handling
the extraction of input from the HTTP-requests. This controller is the only
part of our system that directly deals with any web-related logic. The KAUdroid controller in turn uses different models to parse, filter, process and
generate graphs based on the Android permission data. These models are
implemented as a single Python package, simply called models. The models
package is largely unaware of the fact that they it is being used in a webinterface and many of its modules could be used as Python modules on their
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Figure 8: An overview of the design for the KAUdroid web interface

own to generate the graphs. There are however a couple of modules in models,
most notably partial id graph and heatmap, that convert the Android permission log data into a format that can easily be used by the specific JavaScript
visualization libraries responsible for generating those graphs. The views are
simply HTML-templates stored in the templates directory, which the controller provides with data and then uses Jinja template engine, included in
Flask (see section 2.4.2) to dynamically create the HTML-pages sent back to
the user. The overall structure for the implemented system can be seen in
figure 8.
The different modules in the models package are briefly described below:
• data parsing: The data parsing module is responsible for reading in,
cleaning and parsing the data from permission log files.
• app metadata: The module app metadata has functionality to read
and write data using a CSV-format, the ability to fetch metadata from
AppMonsta, and to merge app metadata with the permission data.
• handle userfiles: This handles the files which are created for the
user, such as the plots created in run feature 123. The module includes
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functionality for creating folders and automatically removing folders if
they have not been recently used.
• filtering functions: This module is filtering the uploaded data according to the users commands. This includes functions for filtering
the time interval, what applications are shown, what permissions are
shown and lastly, what phones should be shown.
• run feature 123: This module is a convenience module that has the
functionality to generate a specific configuration of plots for feature
1-3, and save them in a given directory.
• basic plots: The purpose of this module is to create the charts used
in feature 1 and 2.
• timeline: This contains the functionality for feature 3, with the main
functionality being creating different plots for displaying the timeline
feature.
• time handling: The time handling module contains functionality related to handling time, which could be useful for multiple other modules. This includes the ability to determine if local time or UTC time
should be used, as well as filtering out the last hour, day or week from
the data.
• partial id: Partial id contains the data for the scoring system. This
includes the function for calculating the score and the partial id table.
In addition to this, it also contains basic functionality for the partial
id table such as get all direct permissions.
• partial id graph: This module is responsible for creating and appropriately highlighting the nodes used in the partial identity graph. The
rest of the graph functionality, including how edges are defined and
highlighted, is done directly the pid graph template.
• vizabi data generator: This module has the purpose of aggregating
and converting the data to a format that can be used by Vizabi.
• heatmap: The heatmap module defines only one function which is
used to prepare an array with Google point objects that the heatmap
template can use.
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4.2

Data Flow

To allow the user to navigate the web interface and try several different
visualizations without having to upload their data each time, the server must
store the data uploaded by the user for the duration of the session. By only
storing the cleaned and parsed data, the server also saves a lot of computation
power compared to if the permission log file would have to be parsed and
cleaned each time the user wished to filter it differently or chose a different
visualization option.
To allow each user to temporarily store data on the server, the server creates
a temporary folder with a unique name for the user once a file upload starts.
It saves the name of this folder in a signed session cookie so it in later requests
can find the folder that the user’s data is saved in. This folder contains both
the data uploaded by the user after it has been parsed and cleaned, as well
as other files generated specifically for that user. These other files include
images for the non-interactive visualizations, which includes feature 1-3, as
well as data in an aggregated format required by the Vizabi bubble chart in
feature 4.
To avoid the server being burdened down by storing a large amount of data
from all files that have been uploaded and generated over time, the server
deletes the user folder once it thinks the user has ended its session. There
is, however, no way to know for certain when a user has ended a session
(closed its browser), and thus when the folder containing the user’s data
can be safely deleted. The approach that has been used here is to check all
users’ folders to see if any files in them have been modified recently. If no
files in a user’s folder have been modified recently, the server assumes that
the user session is no longer active and deletes the folder. While this check
could have been implemented as a separate process periodically run by the
server, it was for simplicity’s sake decided to instead run it each time data is
being uploaded to the server, as it is only then the server will have to store
additional data and might need to delete old data in order to make room for
it. What the system considers a recent modification to a file is configurable,
but is by default set to a rather aggressive 15 minutes which worked well
during development, but might need to be extended for real use. In order to
avoid a user being considered inactive simply because it uses features which
do not produce or change any files, like the heatmap, the server updates the
modification time of the stored data-file each time the user goes back to the
main page where it can chose visualizations and filters.
The process taking place once a user uploads a file is described by the UML
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Figure 9: Activity diagram showing how the uploaded data is processed
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activity diagram in figure 9. As can be seen in figure 9, the format of the
uploaded file is first checked to attempt to verify that it is correct. This validation step includes checks for file-extension (by default configured to only
allow txt, csv and tsv files), the separator used, the number of columns and
if the timestamp and GPS columns use the correct format. As the permissions log files are often very large (consisting of several hundred thousand log
entries), validating the entire file is a time-consuming process, so for performance reasons only the first 5000 lines of the file are checked. Performance
is also the reason this validation is done as a separate step before the parsing, rather than being integrated as a part of the parsing process. Adding
detailed checks for different errors in the parsing process would slow it down
significantly. This trade-off means that the system will be able to detect any
fundamental error in the data-format of the log file without a significant performance impact, but it is however unable to provide details about sporadic
errors in the data that only occur far into the file.
If the validation of the log files succeeds, an initial parsing is performed where
the values for each field are placed in an in-memory table provided through
pandas’ DataFrame class (see section 2.4.3). As explained in section 2.1.1,
only the last 5 columns of the expected data format are of interest, and
are therefore the only ones that are kept, where the first 3 columns may be
emitted entirely. The data is then cleaned by removing duplicate entries and
entries that miss a value for any field except GPS. The GPS field is known
to lack data for some entries and is not needed for any feature except the
heatmap, so null values are in this case accepted. All other fields are however crucial, as fields for the phone ID and time are used for filtering, and
no meaningful analysis can be carried out without knowing the requested
permission and which app requested it. After the data has been cleaned a
second round of parsing is performed to convert the timestamps and GPS
fields from textual strings into more appropriate data types, mainly datetime
objects for the timestamps and floating-point numbers representing the latitude and longitude for the GPS coordinates. The reason this second parsing
step is performed after the data has been cleaned, is that it appeared to be a
relatively slow operation, especially for converting the timestamps into datetime objects. Initial test data revealed that a large fraction of the entries in
the log-files were duplicates which could be removed, and it would therefore
be wasteful to perform this demanding data type conversion for all entries
before duplicates were removed.
The final step before saving the parsed and cleaned data on the server, is
to merge it with app metadata. The server keeps its own locally stored
collection of app metadata for all apps that have appeared in previously
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uploaded permission logs, which it first loads and compares with the currently
uploaded permission log. If the current permission log contains any apps
which no metadata is found for in the locally stored metadata, the server
tries to fetch this metadata by sending requests to the AppMonsta API (see
section 2.4.4). Any metadata remotely fetched is also saved to the servers
locally stored metadata, so it does not need to fetch it again in the future.
For more information about how the metadata was handled, see section 4.3.
It should be noted that the application names are, unlike the package names,
not guaranteed to be unique among all apps. Therefore, any apps that have
the same name, will use the package name as their name instead to avoid
ambiguity in later analysis.
After the app metadata has been joined with the parsed and cleaned permission data, the resulting data is saved using a binary format in the temporary
folder created for the user. By being saved in a binary format, more specifically HDF5, the data not only takes up less space, but it also keeps its
correct data type, which avoids having to parse the data from text when it
is retrieved later.
Another notable aspect of the data upload process is that it does not have its
own view in the form of a template to be rendered. As the data upload can
potentially be a very slow process (requiring a significant amount of I/O with
both reading and writing to files, as well as network operations to remotely
fetch app metadata, in addition to compute intensive parsing operations),
waiting until the entire process is complete before rendering a view to the
user results in a very unresponsive application. It was therefore decided to
use a special type of streaming response for this upload process, where the
server sends parts of the view to notify the user of the progress at each step
of the process. To enable this, the KAUdroid controller directly defines the
HTML-code to send for showing the progress at each step, and when the
entire process is complete sends a JavaScript command which triggers the
browser to request the page for the main-menu. As this solution is somewhat
complex and does not follow the much cleaner design described in section 3.1,
where views are instead defined separately in the form of templates, it is only
used for this potentially very time-consuming upload process.

4.3

Application metadata

As described in section 3.1 and mentioned in section 4.2, the KAUdroid
system has a component to handle app metadata which are not part of the
permission log files. The most important aspect of the app metadata, is
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the name of the apps. In the permission log files, the apps are identified by
their Android package name, a developer-chosen software package hierarchy
name. While the package name works well to uniquely identify an app, it is
hard for most people to understand. Instead using the app’s more common
name, for example ”Sveriges Radio Play” instead of ”se.sr.android” would be
preferable. As the process for retrieving the name of an app, is fundamentally
no different from that of retrieving other types of metadata for the app, the
KAUdroid system also collects additional metadata about apps that could
be of interest when analyzing how they use permissions. The metadata being
collected and handled by the KAUdroid system current includes the name,
developer, price (in US dollars) and primary category (as listed in the Google
Play store) of the app.
This metadata needs to be collected from somewhere. While the metadata
for a few apps could be collected and inserted into the system manually, in
order to be useful for a wide range of permission log files, the system needs
to be able to automatically collect the required metadata. The names, as
well as numerous other metadata, is available for most apps on the Google
Play Store [35], however Google Play Store does not have an official API to
retrieve this metadata. One solution that was considered was to create a component that would fetch the entire HTML-page for an app, and then parse it
to retrieve the desired metadata, a process known as web-scraping. A simple web-scraper could be constructed fairly easily, however web-scraping is a
somewhat dubious activity that exists in a legal grey zone [36]–[38]. Preferably a web-scraper should respect a site’s policy and not make requests too
frequently, which adds to the complexity of the web-scraper, but also introduces a substantial delay if metadata for several apps have to be retrieved at
once and requests can only be sent at a limited pace. Furthermore, if Google
would change the layout for Google Play Store, we would have to rewrite the
web-scraper to accommodate these changes, otherwise it would most likely
stop working. For these reasons, and to avoid potential legal issues, it was
therefore instead decided to use a third-party API to retrieve the metadata,
in this case the AppMonsta API (see section 2.4.4).
Using an API simplifies the process of fetching the required metadata significantly. As there is no short-term request rate that needs to be followed,
the system sends multiple asynchronous requests in parallel when fetching
metadata to reduce the delay introduced by retrieving metadata as much
as possible. However, even when sent asynchronously, it takes considerable
time to fetch metadata for all of the hundreds of apps that can exist in a
permission log file. Furthermore, AppMonsta’s free plan only allows 100
requests to be made per day, which would quickly be exhausted if the meta31

data was remotely fetched each time a permission log was uploaded to the
KAUdroid server. Therefore, KAUdroid locally stores all metadata it has
previously fetched, and only metadata for apps not previously encountered
in any uploaded permission log are fetched from AppMonsta.
Unlike the permission log itself, the app metadata does not contain any field
that needs to be parsed and converted into a different data type. Additionally, only metadata for around 180 apps are currently stored by KAUdroid,
and it is not expected to grow beyond a few thousand, meaning that relatively few entries need to be handled. For these reasons, the benefits of using
a binary format to store the data are much smaller than in the case of the
processed permission log files (see section 4.2), and it was instead decided to
store the collected metadata in a simple CSV-file. The CSV-format is easy
to both read and write, and is portable between a large amount of systems,
and being a textual format also allows for manual inspection and editing if
required. If the system grows and needs to handle metadata for many thousands of applications, the system will probably have to be changed to use a
proper database.
There also exists a large drawback with storing all previously fetched metadata, which is that the metadata may become outdated. The app metadata
module has a function to update existing metadata, but this has to be called
manually and is not part of the web-interface. We do not consider this a
major concern however, as most metadata should be relatively stable, and as
the permission logs do not contain any information about the version of the
apps, newer metadata does not necessarily correspond better with the apps
in the permission log.

4.4

Handling of time and timezones

The data in the permission log files, contains time stamps with the local
time, and the timezone used. When parsing the data, these timestamps are
converted both to the local time (a timezone-naive conversion) as well as to
UTC-time (a timezone-aware conversion). For most users, a timezone naive
time is probably easier to interpret, where time is displayed as the local
time. However, when data spans multiple timezones, only using the local
time makes it impossible to compare times between different locations and
also means time does not have to be monotonically increasing for a traveling
user. In deciding which of these two options our system should use to base
its logic on (for example for displaying timelines, and aggregating permission
usage into time periods), a compromise was made. In case the all data in the
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Figure 10: File upload form

permission log file comes from a single timezone, the local time will be used.
However, if the permission log contains data spanning multiple timezones
UTC-time will instead be used to avoid issues with non-monotonic time.
The logic for choosing which type of time data to base the calculations on
is located in the time handling module, and all other modules that perform
operations depending on the time data use this functionality. By centralizing
this logic in a single place, the way the entire system handles time can easily
be changed by just modifying the time handling module.

4.5

User interface

When a user enters the web interface, the user will be greeted by a file upload
form as shown in figure 10. After the user has selected a file and it has been
uploaded and processed without issues, he will be redirected to a control
panel with configurable filter options as well as buttons to run the different
visualizations. A screen capture of the control panel with some selected filters
can be seen in figure 11. The filtering functionality is explained below.
• Time filter: The time filter allows the user to select a time range
between the time of the first recorded log entry to the time of the last.
This filter will be applied to all visualizations as it practically changes
the start and end time of the data set without affecting the content in
that time period.
• App filter: This filter lets the user select any apps found in the data
file from a drop-down list. The drop-down list is sorted according to
the number of accessed permissions. This filter will not be applied to
visualizations for feature 1-3 as they are meant to operate on the global
data set.
• Permission filter: The permission filter lets the user to choose which
permission calls should be highlighted on the heatmap visualization.
This allows the user to, for example, only select location-based permissions to see where the user’s location has been compromised. The
filterable permissions are selected from a drop-down list and are sorted
according to the number of times the permission has been used.
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Figure 11: Control panel

• Phone filter: The phone filtering functionality allows the user to restrict which phones should be considered for all the visualizations.
• Partial identity graph app selection: This is a separate, required
filter, that is used in connection with the partial identity graph visualization. The user can select an app for which the graph should be
generated for. The drop-down list is sorted according to the number of
directly accessible partial identity attributes and that number is shown
beside the package name.
If a filter is left blank, the default behaviour is to select all entities for that
filter.
Feature 1 to 3 share a single view which contains multiple graphs, as all of
these features show basic information and are likely to be used together to
get an overview of the data. First the two graphs from feature 1 are shown,
then detailed information for the 10 apps with highest number of permissions
are shown as part of feature 2, and finally a timeline is shown which covers
feature 3. The two visualizations for feature 4, as well as the heatmap for
feature 5 all have their own view however, as these are more complex graphs
and the user is less likely to want to use all of them at once. Each of the
individual visualizations are covered in section 4.6 to 4.10.
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Figure 12: Top 30 applications with the most permission accesses

4.6

Feature 1 - Permission utilization

An example of the charts showing the total number of accessed permissions
per app and number of unique permissions accessed per app can be seen in
figure 12 and figure 13, respectively.

4.7

Feature 2 - Permission usage per app

Two examples of graphs for detailed permission usage is provided in figure
14 and 15, for the apps Tango and Facebook Messenger respectively.

4.8

Feature 3 - Timeline

As explained in section 3.5 there are multiple ways to visualize a timeline
for the permission log data, and in this case a stacked barchart was chosen.
The timeline was also configured to show the data grouped by permission,
but only specifically showing the 5 most commonly called permissions and
placing all reaming permission in an ”Other” group to avoid clutter and
ensure that the graph is readable. An example of implemented timeline can
be seen in figure 16.
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Figure 13: Top 40 applications with the highest number of unique permissions

Figure 14: Permission requests for Figure 15: Permission requests for
the Tango app
the Facebook Messenger app
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Figure 16: Permission usage summary over time

But as evident from the existence of figure 7 all the considered options were
in fact implemented, and all the options where data is aggregated (subplots
A, B and D) can be changed between by changing a single constant in the
run feature 1 2 3 module (see section 4.1), and the field to group data by
is also controlled by a single constant in the same module. Therefore, the
system can easily be reconfigured to for example use the stacked area timeline and group the data by the apps, or categories of apps, most frequently
requesting permissions instead. Furthermore, these constants are in turn
just sent as parameters to a function, and as such the back-end does support
changing the configuration of the timeline at run-time, however the front-end
does not currently provide any options for the user to control this.

4.9
4.9.1

Feature 4 - App rankings based on partial identity
Vizabi bubble chart

During the project, it was specified that Vizabi (see section 2.4.3) should
be used to implement this bubble chart. This seemed like a good choice
as Vizabi is able to create animated bubble charts very similar to those in
Hans Rosling’s presentation [4], which served as inspiration for the design
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(see section 3.6). Using Vizabi comes with a couple of significant advantages
compared to a normal static bubble chart. The most obvious advantage is
that Vizabi animates the plot over time, which allows showing how apps
use of permissions changes over time. However, Vizabi also comes in with
a built in GUI controls that let the user customize what dimensions should
be used for the x and y-axis, as well as what dimensions the size and color
of the bubbles should be based on. Furthermore, Vizabi also has controls
that allows the user to filter out specific bubbles and track them over time.
These factors make a Vizabi bubble chart an incredibly powerful tool for
exploratory data visualization.
As Vizabi is used to generate and render the bubble chart, all that needed
to be done in order to implement this feature was to format the data in such
a way that it can be used by Vizabi and configure the graph. Despite the
apparent simplicity of this, it proved to be quite challenging to implement due
to the very limited documentation of Vizabi (an effect of it currently being
in pre-alpha). It was decided to format the data according to Vizabi’s CSVformat (more specifically, the CSV-format with time in rows). While this
might not be the optimal choice from a performance standpoint, the CSVformat is significantly easier to implement than the alternative DDF format
[39], and much better documented than their inline-format as a result of also
being used for the offline Gapminder tool [40]. As Vizabi displays the data
over time, the data first needs to be aggregated into periods. Initially the
plan was to aggregate the data per hour, which would allow analysis for how
the permission usage changes over the time of day. However, the lowest time
unit Vizabi currently supports is days, therefore the data was aggregated per
day instead.
An example of how the Vizabi bubble chart can look is provided in figure
17. Additionally, a button to download the Vizabi formated data is provided
below the graph to allow the user to use it together with Gapminder’s Offline
Tool [40] as well.
4.9.2

Partial identity graph

Figure 18 shows an example of how the partial identity graph for a fairly
privacy intrusive app can look. The eight partial identity attribute nodes are
always shown as rounded boxes with black boarders and bold text while the
relevant permissions and permission groups are represented by ellipses. All
six permission groups always have a thick blue boarder to indicate that they
are clickable. An example of an expanded permission group can be shown
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Figure 17: Frozen frame of vizabi bubble chart

in figure 19, where the permission group RECORD AUDIO has been clicked
and the three permissions that made up the group are revealed.
The node highlighting works as follows:
• If a permission is not used by the app then the permission node is
coloured silver. Example: “READ CLIPBOARD”.
• If none of the permissions in a permission group are used by the app
then the permission group is coloured silver. Example: “CALL LOG”.
• If an indirect permission is used by the app then the permission node
is coloured pink. Example: “RUN IN BACKGROUND”.
• If a direct permission is used by the app then the permission node is
coloured crimson. Example: “READ CONTACTS”.
• If a permission group contains any indirect or direct permissions, then
the permission group is coloured pink and red, respectively. Example:
“RECORD AUDIO” and “LOCATION”.
• Partial identity attributes are coloured light blue if it has not been
compromised through a direct permission. Example: “BiometricID”.
• If a direct permission is used by the app then the corresponding partial
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identity attribute(s) together with the associated arrow(s) will light
up red. For example, the permission GET ACCOUNTS is a direct
permission for both PhoneNumber and GoogleID and thus both partial
identity attributes light up.

4.10

Feature 5 - Heatmap

An example of the implemented geographical heatmap can be seen in figure
20.

5

Testing and evaluation

5.1

Test plan

The testing was done mostly by using unit testing. The unit testing is split
into 2 categories, user functions and developer functions. User functions
are those functions used which are called directly from the front end. For
example, a button is pressed to call a function which shows a graph. This
function can then call several back-end developer functions to accomplish the
task. Our testing focus was on the user functions. This is due to the user
functions are using the developer functions, meaning if the user functions
work, so does the developer functions. Since the project has a limited time
period, more features can be added, but with the cost of less testing. This
is why the developer functions are not tested to the same degree. However,
they still need to be tested to some degree, due to making the debugging
process shorter when an error occurs.
Test driven development was not used, the functions were written first with
tests being done after to try to break the function. Some guidelines to follow
while testing is listed below.
• When a bug is found, a test is written that finds the bug before the
bug is resolved.
• In cases where unit testing is not practical, such as when testing if
a graph is correct, manual testing will be done to a sufficient extent.
Even if unit test is not possible for the entire function, it will still be
done to what extent is possible.
• Every function should at least have a test for the expected input.
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Figure 18: Graph showing five compromised partial identity attributes for Whatsapp
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Figure
19:
Permission group RECORD AUDIO expanded into
TAKE AUDIO FOCUS, RECORD AUDIO and ACCESS MICROPHONE
permission nodes

Figure 20: Heatmap displaying permission calls throughout Karlstad
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• User functions should not be able to crash but should instead show
some kind of error message.
• When Unit testing is not possible, use manual testing.

5.2

Dataset testing

Since our dataset is generated from an application we have no control over,
there is no way to make sure the data is actually correct. However, the values
themselves can be tested. Even if some data in a row is corrupt, the rest can
still be used. For example, a function might not need the GPS coordinates,
but the rest of the row can still be used. Also, our functions should be able
to handle errors in the dataset and discard that entry.
By doing this, only complete values from the significant columns will be used,
while incomplete values from insignificant columns still can be used. We will
make the assumption that if some values are missing, they will still be in the
correct column making the rest of the values be in the correct place. This is
currently the only thing that can be incorrect/missing with the data and is
at this point the only thing that will be tested for. If we however discover
other bugs in the data further down the line, tests will be added for this as
well.
A fake dataset is made to be used during testing to make the tests run faster,
give the opportunity to test defect data and ensure nothing in the real data
gets tampered with during testing.

5.3

Test implementation

Most of the models has been tested with unit tests according to the test
plan. Some of them however, were deemed unfit for using unit tests for
one or multiple reasons. Those modules are basic plots, handle userfiles,
run feature 123, timeline and vizabi data generator. Basic plots and timeline only have functions creating graphs which according to the test plan are
only tested manually. handle userfiles is possible to test with unit testing
but its functionality is time dependent, for example removing files after not
being used for 10 minutes. This is possible to test but would require modifying the timestamp on the file created. Another also testable function in
handle userfiles is the ability to create a new folder. As the last example,
it is testable but is quite hard to accomplish. Due to the simple nature of
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these functions only being a few lines of code, the decision to use manual
tests here was made as unit tests for this module would have to be significantly more complex than the module itself. The decision not to use unit
tests for run feature 123 has similar reasoning. The module has the functionality of running feature 1, 2 and 3 and saving those graphs locally. The
graph functions are not tested according to the test plan and the same reasoning as before goes for the saving and reading from file. Lastly there is
vizabi data generator. This module was originally meant to be tested but
when writing tests for it they needed to be quite complex to make them work
and this combined with the fact that theses dataframes are used to create the
vizabi graph meant they could be tested manually by inspecting the graph,
which is the decision made. The rest of the modules are all tested with unit
tests.

6

Discussion

The purpose of this project was to create a web-system that can visualize
Android permission logs in a meaningful way. To assess whether or not
the implemented solution can achieve this goal we have used the KAUdroid
web-interface to analyze some provided data collected with the KAUDroid
platform.

6.1

Feature 1-3: Basic overview

The purpose of the visualizations for feature 1 to 3 is to gain a basic overview
of the dataset, and will here be evaluated based on the examples provided
in section 4.6 to 4.8, which are all based on the same data. The examples
for feature 1, figure 12 and 13, give an indication of which apps that seem
to utilize the most permissions and therefore have access to more sensitive
data. It can be seen that social and communication apps are very common among the highest-ranking apps, with for example Facebook, Messages,
Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp Messenger and Tango in the top 10 of the
most permissions requested, and top 14 in most unique permissions used.
These figures do not, however, provide any information about what permissions the apps are using, which is instead where feature 2 comes in.
Figure 14 and 15 shows that despite Tango and Facebook messenger both
using a similar amount of both total and unique permissions, there are
large differences in how these two applications use the permissions. While
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RUN IN BACKGROUND is the most common permission for both apps,
Facebook messenger mainly seems to use permissions for reading and writing
to the phone’s storage as well as posting a notification occasionally, whereas
Tango requests a large amount of permissions related to the location of device as well as reading and writing SMS and accessing the contact list. For
two apps that appear to offer roughly the same functionality, Tango in this
case seems significantly more privacy intrusive.
Finally, feature 3, which is the timeline, shows how the dataset looks over
time. Unlike the visualizations for feature 1 and 2, this timeline does not provide any information about how the permissions are used on a per-app level,
but instead shows how permissions are used in the dataset as a whole. Figure
16 shows that there is a gap in the dataset from the middle of September to
the beginning of October, that RUN IN BACKGROUND is by far the most
common permission, and that the number of permissions requested varies
greatly from day to day (with a spike on November 6th).

6.2

Vizabi Bubblechart

To evaluate if any useful information is presented by the Vizabi chart, apps
which are supposed to have similar features were compared with each other.
To get similar apps, all news apps were chosen to be evaluated. The reasoning
for comparing news apps in particular is that they have a very similar set
of functionality, which is delivering the news and sending notifications to
the phone. This makes them ideal for testing. The apps compared are the
eleven folowing: Sputnik, The Economist, Google News, SVT nyheter, BBC
News, Svenska Dagbladet, Aftenposten, Microsoft News, News Suite by Sony,
SQUID and CNN Breaking US and World News. In theory, they should have
very similar results in the chart due to the many similarities. To compare
them, multiple snapshots were taken during different times to highlight how
the apps behaved differently from one another, and can be seen in figure 21
to 27.
Since Vizabi is an animation, there is no way of showing the entire animations
without using way too many images. However, the images used are enough to
evaluate the tool and draw some conclusions about the specific apps tested.
Firstly, there is a quite long jump between figure 26 and 27. This is mainly
due to for a long time, there was only one application, Google News, sitting
on one permission used, where it is for most of the time, and when there were
more applications, they had no new information to show. However what can
be said is that most of the news apps have a very similar behaviour. They are
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Figure 21: First Vizabi Snapshot

Figure 22: Second Vizabi Snapshot
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Figure 23: Third Vizabi Snapshot

Figure 24: Fourth Vizabi Snapshot
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Figure 25: Fifth Vizabi Snapshot

Figure 26: Sixth Vizabi Snapshot
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Figure 27: Seventh Vizabi Snapshot

fluctuating between 0, 3, 4 and 5 unique permissions accessed and usually
fulfills a partial identity score on a bit below 7 %. What is a difference
however is the total number of permissions called by each app. This varies
a bit but there is a clear leader which is Sputnik. For the majority of the
animation, it has the largest bubble. There is one more result from this
animation. Google News is for the majority of the animation on only one
permission used, with a small variation on the frequency it is called. This is
also true while the other apps are completely inactive.

6.3

Partial identity attribute graph

To show how the partial identity graph can be used to compare apps, the
partial identity graph of Facebook’s messenger app is shown in figure 28. If
compared to the app Whatsapp (figure 18), which is very similar in terms
of functionality, it can be seen that Messenger has both fewer direct as well
as indirect permissions. As a result, Messenger has only two compromised
partial identity attributes, compared to the five for Whatsapp.

6.4

Heatmap

To get a better understanding for how the location permission group can compromise the whereabouts partial identity attribute we filter the heatmap to
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Figure 28: Graph showing two compromised partial identity attributes for the
Messenger app
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Figure 29: Compromised locations plotted on a heatmap

only plot the following permissions: GPS, MONITOR HIGH POWER LOCATION,
MONITOR LOCATION, COARSE LOCATION, FINE LOCATION. Part
of the result can be seen in figure 29. The figure combined with figure 20
shows home, work, roads taken, travel, visited stores, et cetera. This can be
a fairly accurate representation of what location information the app developers have access to. This data is often sold to various advertising companies
as a lot of information can be derived from your location.

6.5

Limitations of the system

As section 6.1 to 6.4 show, the KAUdroid web interface is able to visualize
the information in such a way that some new insights about the data can
be gained. However, we also need to acknowledge that this system is not
flawless. One of the greatest limitations in the data visualizations and any
analysis based on these visualizations, is that how the apps have been used is
not accounted for. Comparing the permission usage of different apps, without
accounting for how the apps have been used gives a potentially unfair and
skewed result. For example, an app that is frequently used for a myriad
of tasks every day is likely to request many more and different permissions
than an app that has only been opened occasionally, and will therefore appear
more privacy intrusive. As an effect of this, the user needs to possess some
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knowledge about how the monitored apps have been used in order to make
any valid conclusions. As the team does not possess that kind of knowledge
about the data used for analysis in this project, the results are somewhat
uncertain and should be taken with a grain of salt.
One way to at least partly solve this issue would be to, in addition to tracking
what the permission requests an app makes, also trace when the app is
being actively used. This could for example be accomplished by adding an
additional flag to permission log itself, or potentially by implementing some
method that is able to deduce when an app is active or from the current data
based on the order permissions are requested in. Being able to filter data
based on if the app is actively used or not would allow for fairer comparisons,
and the number of permissions requested by the app could for example be
normalized with regards to how long it has been actively used which would
allow comparisons to be made even between apps that have not been used for
similar periods of time. Furthermore, it would enable analysis to be done on
how apps use permissions when they are not actively used, to see if some apps
make use of an unexpected amount of permissions even when not providing
any, or very limited, functionality.
Another limitation this specific implementation of the KAUdroid web interface has is scalability. All of the data processing is performed using Python,
which is only run on the server-side. While this has the advantage that thin
clients can be used, meaning that relatively large datasets can be analyzed
in a timely fashion even on very limited hardware such as a laptop or even
a phone, it also means the system is not likely to scale very well to a large
number of users. If many users attempt to use the KAUdroid web interface
simultaneously, the server will likely not be able to process the data from
all users in a timely fashion. To allow KAUdroid to scale to a very large
number of users, most of the processing would instead have to be done in
the frontend, which would require more computation from the clients, but
decrease the load on the server and thus allow it to handle more concurrent
users. This is however only relevant if the system is deployed to a server
and made available to multiple users, if it is only run locally, as it has been
during this project, scalability does not pose an issue.

7

Conclusion

In this report, a new implemented web interface has been described to visualize android permission usage. This includes displaying exactly which
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permissions each apps are using, implementing a ranking system and displaying how the apps behave over time. In addition, there is a heatmap
functionality implemented, where the location of the phone while the permission was called is visualized. One important aspect of the visualizations
is to get an understanding on how different apps behave in regard to each
partial identity attribute. A network graph displaying how the attributes
relates in regards to this has also been created. The focus of this project has
been on developing the visualization tool, with a minor focus on analyzing
the data. While the visualizations can be improved in a few ways, they still
perform their functions as intended.

7.1

Future work

This topics has a lot of ways to be continued on. There is currently no
simple way in android to view what permissions are being used by what app,
besides the general information which is given when it is installed. In the
future, this can be displayed both locally on the device as well as on the play
store before you download the app. Additionally, there would be possible to
do more calculations if the dataset could be filtered by whether or not the
permission was requested while the app was idle or actively used. This would
make it possible to compare the frequency of permissions accessed with apps
not being opened as frequently.
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